Decision making is a complex process that interprets sensory information within the context of non-sensory factors such as reward expectation. How this process is implemented in the brain remains unclear. Here we show that, in monkeys making decisions based on noisy visual evidence and asymmetric reward context, neuronal activity in the caudate nucleus varies with evidence strength and reward context during decision formation, at both the population and single-neuron levels. Electrical microstimulation during motion viewing also induced changes in decision behavior that depended on neural activity patterns at the stimulation site. Within a driftdiffusion framework, distinct correlation patterns of the microstimulation effects on multiple parameters suggest that caudate neurons transform reward context information into a common signal to coordinate adjustments in decision-related computations and participate more directly to implement decision bound-and evidence accumulation-related computations. These results establish a central, causal role of the caudate nucleus in complex decision decision-making.
The presence of combination neurons suggests that the caudate nucleus may contribute to the incorporation of visual evidence and reward information. To test for such a causal contribution, in 55 sessions, we first identified a caudate site with task-related activity and then interleaved trials with and without microstimulation at 1:1 ratio (n = 24 sessions for monkey C and 31 for monkey F). We observed microstimulation-induced choice biases in many sessions. In the example session shown in Fig. 2a , for trials without microstimulation, the monkey showed a reward bias favoring the large reward (black solid line was to the left of the black dashed line). With microstimulation, both curves were shifted to the left (red lines), suggesting that microstimulation at this caudate site induced bias favoring the rightward choice in both reward contexts and with similar magnitude. In many other sessions, however, microstimulation induced choice biases differently for the two reward contexts. Fig. 2b shows an example session in which microstimulation induced a rightward choice bias when the large reward was paired with the rightward choice (the red solid line is to the left of the black solid line) and a leftward choice bias when the large reward was paired with the leftward choice (the red dashed line is to the right of the black dashed line). That is, microstimulation at this caudate site enhanced the reward bias. Fig. 2c shows another example session in which microstimulation enhanced the reward bias, by inducing a much larger leftward choice bias when the leftward choice was paired with large reward.
To quantify these effects, we fitted the choice data for each session to a logistic function that contained bias and sensitivity terms that depended on reward context, microstimulation status, or their interactions. Across the sessions, microstimulation induced an overall contralateral choice bias (Fig. 2d , top histogram) and a reward context-dependent choice bias favoring the contralateral choice when it was paired with large reward (right histogram). Microstimulation also induced an overall reduction in sensitivity (Fig. 2e , top histogram) and a larger reduction when the contralateral choice was paired with large reward reduction (right histogram). A different representation of these results, which contrasts microstimulation effects between reward contexts, is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2a and b. These results showed that caudate microstimulation induced both reward context-independent and -dependent changes in monkey's choice bias and sensitivity, suggesting a causal link between caudate activity and decision formation that depended on reward information and visual evidence.
To understand better the computations that underlie the causal link, we analyzed the choice and single-trial RT data within a drift-diffusion framework (DDM; Fig. 3a ). We used model selection procedures to identify sessions with significant modulation of DDM parameters and to identify critical parameters in those sessions. By comparing the AIC values between a full model, in which all parameters were allowed to vary with microstimulation, and a reduced model in which all parameters were fixed, we identified 39 sessions that showed significant microstimulation effect on at least one DDM parameter (Extended Data Fig. 2c ). By comparing AIC values among the full model and reduced models in which one parameter was fixed, we found that parameters related to the temporal dynamics of the decision bounds were not critical, but omitting other DDM parameters (a, k, me, z and non-decision times t0) impaired the goodness-of-fit for most sessions (Fig. 3b) . Closer examination of the best-fitted values for these latter parameters revealed complex patterns (Extended Data Fig 3) . In a reward context-independent manner, microstimulation reduced decision bound (a) and the scaling factor for evidence (k), increased non-decision times for both choices, and had variable effects on the fictive evidence (me) and relative bound heights (z) (top row). In a reward context-dependent manner, microstimulation reduced k further when the contralateral choice was paired with large reward and had variable effects on other parameters (bottom row). Note that, because choice bias was controlled by both me and z, variable but correlated changes in me and z can still generate consistent changes in biasvv. These results suggest that caudate microstimulation altered monkeys' decision performance by changing the processes that control multiple DDM parameters.
The multi-faceted and variable nature of the microstimulation effects led us to hypothesize that the effects for a given session may depend on which neurons were perturbed at the stimulation site and/or unknown constraints on the caudate neurons' general roles in the decision process. To test the former, we examined the relationship between modulation patterns of neural activity and the microstimulation effects. First, as expected from the heterogeneity shown above, we did not detect any obvious relationship between a particular type of microstimulation effect and modulation pattern of neural activity, measured as regression coefficients for choice, reward context, reward size, coherence and reward-coherence interactions (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). For example, activity at site "a" showed significant modulation by choice, reward context, reward size and reward-coherence interaction, the microstimulation induced a reward contextindependent choice bias (example in Fig. 2a ). Activities at sites "b" and "c" showed simpler modulation patterns, but microstimulation induced strong reward context-dependent biases, with additional differences in signs between the two sites (examples in Fig. 2b and c) .
On the other hand, we observed significant dependence of the magnitude of certain microstimulation effects on the strength of neural modulation. Specifically, we focused on three hypothesized relationships. First, the reward context-modulated caudate activity has been proposed to bias choice behavior 2, 30, 31 , by providing a non-zero starting value (z) for the accumulation process to bias toward the preferred, large-reward choice. We observed a positive correlation between the choice selectivity of the units at the stimulation site and the reward context-independent microstimulation effect on z ( Fig. 3c ; black, p = 0.018). Closer examination revealed that such a correlation was only present if the units showed congruent choice and reward context modulation (e.g., higher activity for the contralateral choice and when the contralateral choice was paired with large reward) ( Fig. 3c ; red, p = 0.026; p = 0.72 for incongruent preferences). Second, if caudate neurons contribute to evidence accumulation to support either decision formation or evaluation, perturbation of neurons sensitive to motion strength may affect the effective scaling factor for evidence (k). We found a positive correlation between the strength of coherence modulation and reward context-independent microstimulation effect on k, but only if the neurons showed the same sign in coherence modulation for both choices ( Fig. 4d and e ; p = 0.023 and 0.009 for sites with the same sign; p > 0.4 for sites with opposite signs). Lastly, we hypothesized that neurons sensitivity to reward context or expected reward size may contribute to the reward context-dependent microstimulation effects. We observed a negative correlation between reward size modulation and reward context-dependent microstimulation effect on choice bias ( Fig. 4f ; p = 0.027; i.e., perturbation of sites with large reward-preferring activity reduced the reward asymmetry-induced bias). This relationship was not reflected in changes in either me or z (Extended Data Fig. 5a and b) . The same tendencies were found in both monkeys (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). We did not observe any dependence of microstimulation effects on neurons' reward context modulation (Extended Data Fig. 5c ). These results suggest that the heterogeneity in microstimulation effects reflected the heterogeneity in the perturbed caudate neurons' roles in decision formation.
We next examined the patterns of reward asymmetry-induced changes in DDM parameters and their similarity with microstimulation effects, to infer the general roles of caudate neurons in the context of reward-biased decision-making (Extended Data Fig. 7a-d) . In monkeys performing this task, me and z were adjusted in sensitivity-dependent ways to favor small-and large-reward choices, respectively 29 , resulting in a negative correlation between their reward asymmetryinduced changes (Fig. 4a) . Strikingly, a nearly identical negative correlation was present in their reward context-dependent microstimulation effects (Fig. 4b) . This correlation was absent in their reward context-independent microstimulation effects ( Fig. 4c) , arguing against an artificial relationship (e.g., from model fitting) and, instead, supporting the idea that the perturbed neurons were part of the reward context-processing circuit that provides a common modulatory signal to adjust me and z by other neurons. Among the DDM parameters, correlation patterns present in reward asymmetry-induced adjustments were preserved in reward context-dependent microstimulation effects, while only a subset of these correlations were present in reward context-independent microstimulation effects ( Fig. 4d ; Extended Data Figs. 7e-g and 8-10 for correlation patterns for individual monkeys and raw scatterplots). Notably, the reward contextindependent microstimulation effects on a and k were not correlated with any other parameters, suggesting that the perturbed neurons play a more direct role in their adjustments. Principal component analysis further confirmed these intuitions. Fig 4e visualizes the 3-dimensional space defined by principal components derived from the "rew" effects on DDM parameters and the projections of "rew", "rew x estim" and "estim" effects in this space. The "rew x estim" cluster (purple) was tighter and more similarly oriented as the "rew" cluster (red) than the "estim" cluster (green). This difference was also apparent in the cumulative fraction of explained variance using PCs derived from "rew" data, which was higher for "rew x estim' than "estim" (Fig. 4f) . These results suggest that microstimulation had two consequences ( Fig. 4g ): it perturbed a common process that coordinates reward asymmetry effects for DDM parameters; it also perturbed separate processes that directly control a and k.
Collectively, our results suggest that caudate neurons causally contribute to decision-making that requires incorporation of reward asymmetry information and visual evidence. Their contributions likely include transforming reward asymmetry into a common modulatory signal to coordinate adjustments in decision-related computations and participating more directly to implement decision bound and to evidence weight-related computations 4 .
Methods
We used two male rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) for this study. As described before 29 , they had been first trained extensively on an equal-reward reaction-time random-dot motion discrimination task 21, 22, 32 and then trained with the asymmetric-reward contexts. All training and experimental procedures were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Behavioral task
Task details have been reported in a previous publication 29 . Briefly, a trial began with a central fixation point presentation. Upon acquiring and maintaining fixation, two choice targets were presented to inform the monkeys the two possible motion directions. After a random delay picked from a truncated exponential distribution (mean = 0.7 s, range: 0.4~2.5 s), the fixation point was dimmed and a random-dot kinematogram was shown at the center of the screen ("dots onset"). For each trial, the kinematogram had a constant speed of 6 /s, aperture size of 5, and randomly interleaved motion direction and strength (5 levels of %coherence: 3.2, 6.4, 12.8, 25.6, 51.2). The monkey reported the perceived motion direction by making a self-timed saccade to the corresponding choice target. A minimum 50-ms latency was imposed, although the monkeys rarely made fast-guess responses during this study. Once the monkey's gaze left the fixation window (4 square window), the kinematogram was extinguished. Once the monkey's gaze reached the choice target window (4 square window), a 400-ms minimum fixation time was imposed to register the monkey's choice. Correct choices were rewarded with juice. Error choices were not rewarded and penalized with a timeout before the next trial (3 s for monkey F, 0.5-2 s for monkey C).
Two asymmetric reward contexts were alternated in a block design. In Contra-LR blocks, the choice contralateral to the recording/stimulation site was paired with large reward. In Ipsi-LR blocks, the choice ipsilateral to the recording/stimulation site was paired with large reward. The other choice was paired with small reward. At the start of each block, the choice targets were presented with different colors to signal the current reward context to the monkeys, followed by two additional high-coherence trials to allow the monkeys to physically experience the current reward context. These trials were excluded from analysis.
Data acquisition
Eye position was monitored using a video-based system (ASL) sampled at 240 Hz. RT was measured as the time from stimulus onset to saccade onset, the latter identified offline with respect to velocity (> 40/s) and acceleration (> 8000/s2). Single-unit recordings were performed as described previously, with a focus on putative project neurons 21 . We searched for task-relevant neurons while the monkeys performed the equal-reward motion discrimination task with horizontal dots motions and determined the presence of task-related modulation of neural activity by visual and audio inspection of ~10-20 trials. For the dataset used for characterizing joint modulation by reward and evidence, only single-unit recordings were included. For the dataset used for examining the microstimulation effects, sites with either single-unit or multi-unit task-related modulations were used. Neural signals were amplified, filtered and stored using a MAP acquisition system (Plexon, Inc.), along with time-stamped event codes, analog eye position signals and strobed trial parameter values. Single unit activity was identified by offline spike sorting (Offline Sorter, Plexon, Inc.). Multiunit activity was measured using waveforms that passed an offline amplitude threshold. Electrical microstimulation was delivered during motion stimulus presentation (negative-leading bipolar current pulses, 300 Hz, 50 µA, 250 µs pulse duration) in half of trials randomly interleaves with no-stimulation trials. As reported previously, caudate microstimulation with these parameters do not evoke saccades 22, [33] [34] [35] .
Neural data analysis
For each single/multi-unit dataset, we computed the average firing rates in 7 task epochs. These included three epochs before motion stimulus onset (400 ms window beginning at target onset, variable window from target onset to dots onset, and 400 ms window ending at dots onset), two epochs during motion viewing (a fixed window from 100 ms after dots onset to 100 ms before median RT and a variable window from 100 ms after dots onset to 100 ms before saccade onset), a peri-saccade 300 ms window beginning at 100 ms before saccade onset, and a post-saccade 400 ms window beginning at saccade onset (before reward delivery). For each unit, a multiple linear regression was performed on each task epoch separately.
Significance of non-zero coefficients was tested using t-test (criterion: p = 0.05). The number of units showing non-zero coefficients for each epoch was tallied and compared to the chance level ( Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 1 ).
For the microstimulation experiments, we recorded single-or multi-unit activity before microstimulation and performed multiple linear regression as above for each unit separately and normalized the regression coefficients to 0 . If more than one unit was recorded, for each regressor, we used the unit with the lowest p value.
Behavioral analysis
For each microstimulation session, a logistic function was fitted to the choice data for all trials:
, where
We fitted the choice and RT data to different variants of the drift-diffusion model (DDM; Fig.  2f ). The basic DDM assumed that the decision variable (DV) is the time integral of evidence (E), which was modeled as a Gaussian distributed random variable,
The scaler k controlled the drift rate. At each time point, the DV was compared with two collapsing choice bounds 36 . The time course of the choice bounds was specified as /(1 + _ ℎ ( −_ ) ), where _ ℎ and _ controlled the rate and onset of decay, respectively. If DV crossed the upper bound first, a contralateral choice was made; if DV crossed the lower bound first, an ipsilateral choice was made. RT was modeled as the sum of the time till first bound crossing and saccade-specific non-decision times that accounted for evidence-independent sensory/motor delays. Two types of biases were used to account for reward asymmetry-induced biases, a bias in drift rate (me) and a bias in the starting point (z) 29 .
DDM model fitting was performed, separately for each session, using the maximum a posteriori estimate method (python v3.5.1, pymc 2.3.6). We performed at least 5 runs for each variant and used the run with the highest likelihood for further analyses. As a sanity check for the quality of fits, we compared the perceptual sensitivity and choice bias estimated from logistic function fits to those estimated using the "NoCollapse" variant. Both perceptual sensitivity and choice bias were highly correlated between these two estimation methods (correlation coefficients = 0.85 and 0.98, respectively; p < 1e-50 for both). For a given DDM parameter, we parsed the different effects as follows (LR: large reward):
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using python scikit-learn v0.18.1. Before PCA, the DDM parameters were pooled across "rew", "rew x estim" and "estim" measurements to find the range for each parameter. The DDM parameters were then normalized linearly to these ranges such that each normalized parameter was in the range of [0, 1]. Task, behavior and caudate activity. a) On the asymmetric reward motion discrimination task, a monkey observed the random-dot motion stimulus and reported the perceived global motion with a saccade to one of the two choice targets. Motion direction and strength (coherence) were pseudo-randomly selected from trial to trial. In a block of trials, correct rightward choice was paired with large reward and correct leftward choice was paired with small reward. Error trials were not rewarded. The asymmetric reward contexts were alternated between blocks of trials. b) Average choice behavior of two monkeys (n = 17493 trials from 38 sessions for monkey C and 29599 trials from 79 sessions for monkey F). Note the gap between red and blue curves, which indicates that both monkeys were more likely to choose the choice paired with large reward. e) Projections of "rew" (red), "rew-estim" (purple) and "estim" (green) effects on DDM parameters in a 3D space defined by the first three principal components derived from the "rew" effects. The same "rew" data were plotted in both panels. Note the tighter "rew-estim" cluster that parallels closer to the "rew" cluster, compared to the "estim" cluster.
f) Cumulative fractions of explained variance for the "rew" (red), "rew-estim" (purple) and "estim" (green) effects on DDM parameters, using principal components derived from the "rew" effects. Extended Data Figure 4 . Visualization of microstimulation effect category and neural activity patterns. a) Same scatterplot as Fig. 2d with category annotation of microstimulation effects on choice bias. The categories were: 1)increasing reward bias (contralateral bias in contralateral-large reward blocks, ipsilateral bias in ipsilateral-large reward blocks), 2) contralateral bias only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 3) contralateral bias only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 4) contralateral bias in both blocks but larger in contralateral-large reward blocks, 5) contralateral bias in both blocks but larger in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 6) similar contralateral bias in both blocks, 7) ipsilateral bias in both blocks but larger in contralateral-large reward blocks, 8) ipsilateral bias in both blocks but larger in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 9) ipsilateral bias only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 10) ipsilateral bias only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, and 11) no significant microstimulation-induced bias for either reward contexts (not shown). Fig. 2e with category annotation of microstimulation effects on sensitivity. The categories were: 1) decrease of sensitivity in contralateral-large reward blocks, decrease of sensitivity in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 2) increase of sensitivity only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 3) increase of sensitivity only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 4) similar increase in sensitivity in both blocks, 5) decrease of sensitivity only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 6) decrease of sensitivity only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, and 7) no significant effects for either reward blocks (not shown). format as in a) . c) Scatterplot of reward context-independent microstimulation effects on me and z. Same format as in a). d) Graphical representation of the correlation patterns in among DDM parameters for reward asymmetry effects alone (left), reward context-dependent microstimulation effects (middle) and reward context-independent microstimulation effects (right). Lines between DDM parameter names indicate significant correlation (p < 0.05) in both monkeys. e) Projections of "rew" (red), "rew-estim" (purple) and "estim" (green) effects on DDM parameters in a 3D space defined by the first three principal components derived from the "rew" effects. The same "rew" data were plotted in both panels. Note the tighter "rew-estim" cluster that parallels closer to the "rew" cluster, compared to the "estim" cluster. f) Cumulative fractions of explained variance for the "rew" (red), "rew-estim" (purple) and "estim" (green) effects on DDM parameters, using principal components derived from the "rew" effects. g) Hypothesized placement of caudate neurons (blue) in the decision process. Dashed lines indicate chance level. Blue shading: overlapping epochs between target onset and motion onset (400 ms window after target onset; window from target onset to motion onset; 400 ms window before motion onset) ; yellow shading: overlapping epochs during motion viewing (fixed window from motion onset to 100 ms before median saccade onset; variable window from motion onset to 100 ms before saccade onset for each trial); green shading: 300 ms perisaccade window starting at 100 ms before saccade onset; magenta shading: 400 ms postsaccade window. Fig. 2d with category annotation of microstimulation effects on choice bias. The categories were: 1)increasing reward bias (contralateral bias in contralateral-large reward blocks, ipsilateral bias in ipsilateral-large reward blocks), 2) contralateral bias only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 3) contralateral bias only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 4) contralateral bias in both blocks but larger in contralateral-large reward blocks, 5) contralateral bias in both blocks but larger in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 6) similar contralateral bias in both blocks, 7) ipsilateral bias in both blocks but larger in contralaterallarge reward blocks, 8) ipsilateral bias in both blocks but larger in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 9) ipsilateral bias only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 10) ipsilateral bias only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, and 11) no significant microstimulation-induced bias for either reward contexts (not shown). G) Same scatterplot as Fig. 2e with category annotation of microstimulation effects on sensitivity. The categories were: 1) decrease of sensitivity in contralateral-large reward blocks, decrease of sensitivity in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 2) increase of sensitivity only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 3) increase of sensitivity only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, 4) similar increase in sensitivity in both blocks, 5) decrease of sensitivity only in contralateral-large reward blocks, 6) decrease of sensitivity only in ipsilateral-large reward blocks, and 7) no significant effects for either reward blocks (not shown). 
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